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A theory of 4-component direct SCF calculations is presented using a quaternion formulation
of the Dirac±Fock equations. Screening of integral batches is supplemented with screening on
individual integrals and with separate screening of Coulomb and exchange contributions to
the Fock matrix. The direct SCF method is applied to study bonding in caesium auride. The
caesium±gold bond is found to be highly ionic, with gold present as the anion. A relativistic
bond contraction of 41 pm is observed.

1. Introduction
The Dirac equation provides a better description of

physical reality than does its non-relativistic counter-
part. Nevertheless, the majority of molecular calcula-
tions today are performed with non-relativistic
Hamiltonians. The reason is twofold. First, for light
elements (Z < 40) the relativistic e!ects on molecular
properties are small, except for properties that depend
on the electron density in the nuclear region. Second,
Hamiltonians based on the Dirac equation (i.e., 4-
component methods) lead to methods that require a
considerably larger computational e!ort than do corre-
sponding non-relativistic methods. In calculations invol-
ving heavy elements it is therefore customary to
incorporate e!ects of relativity by Hamiltonians based
on 1- or 2-component approximations to the Dirac
equation, such as the Douglas±Kroll [1, 2] and ZORA
[3] Hamiltonians. Alternatively, one may replace the
core electrons by an e!ective potential based on relati-
vistic atomic calculations [4±7]. The relativistic e!ective
core potential then is included in an otherwise non-
relativistic Hamiltonian, and is expected to account for
the majority of relativistic e!ects, since these are most
pronounced in the core region [8, 9].

The disadvantage of the approximate methods is that
the operators tend to be rather complicated and even ill-
behaved (e.g., the Breit±Pauli Hamiltonian [10]). This
creates computational and to some extent conceptual
problems, particularly for properties other than ener-
gies. The 4-component operators have a simpler struc-

ture. In addition, they are particularly well suited to
studies of electric and magnetic properties, since Max-
well’s laws are manifestly Lorentz invariant. As an
example one may consider nuclear spin±spin coupling,
where 4 operators in the non-relativistic formalism
(Fermi contact, spin±dipole, paramagnetic spin±orbit
and diamagnetic spin±orbit) are replaced by one
operator in the 4-component formalism [11]. In the par-
ticular case of e!ective core potentials, these properties
are not well de®ned at all. Hence there is a continued
interest in 4-component methods. Currently there are
several molecular Dirac±Fock codes in existence [12±
16]and extensions have been made to include dynamic
correlation, in the form of the second-order Mùller±
Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) method [17, 18], the
restricted active space con®guration interaction
(RASCI) method [19] and the coupled-cluster singles
and doubles (CCSD) method [20]. In addition, the form-
alism for 4-component molecular multi-con®gurational
self-consistent ®eld theory (MCSCF) has been devel-
oped [21].

There are two main computational obstacles to 4-
component methods. First, the coupling of spin and
spatial degrees of freedom leads to a complex wavefunc-
tion and precludes the separate handling of spin and
point group symmetry, which in the non-relativistic
domain has proved extremely successful in reducing
the computational e!ort. In the relativistic domain,
however, it is possible to obtain considerable symmetry
reductions by combining spatial symmetry with time
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reversal symmetry [22]. A second and more troublesome
aspect of 4-component methods is the very large basis
sets required for molecular calculations. The reason for
the increased basis set size relative to non-relativistic
theory is the coupling of large and small components
in the Dirac equation, which necessitates separate
basis expansions of the large and small components.
In a scalar basis the small component basis set is in
general about twice the size of the large component
basis set. This is in stark contrast to the fact that the
small component contribution to the electron density,
although essential, is at least two orders of magnitude
smaller than the contribution from the large compo-
nents. The computational e!ort involved in a Hartree±
Fock calculation is dominated by the number of 2-elec-
tron integrals, and scales as N4, where N is the number
of basis functions. Consequently, the number of 2-elec-
tron integrals required for a Dirac±Fock calculation is
more than one order of magnitude larger than a non-
relativistic Hartree±Fock calculation.

In the conventional SCF scheme, where the 2-electron
integrals are stored on disc and read into the program in
each SCF iteration, large Dirac±Fock calculations are
therefore likely to run into problems with disc storage
and I/O load. In the non-relativistic domain such prob-
lems can be overcome by employing a direct SCF
scheme [23, 24]. In this approach the 2-electron integrals
are regenerated as required in each SCF iteration. In the
direct SCF method continuous monitoring of how 2-
electron integrals contribute to the Fock matrix allows
for the restriction of the integral generation to only
those integrals which make a signi®cant contribution
in a given SCF iteration. The direct SCF method is
used widely for large calculations in the non-relativistic
domain, and appears as a natural choice for 4-
component Dirac±Fock calculations. A particularly
appealing feature of such calculations is the large
number of small component contributions that can be
screened out in a consistent manner.

In this article we present the theory for direct 4-com-
ponent SCF calculations. Time reversal symmetry is
invoked to reduce the computational e!ort and leads
to a formulation of the Dirac±Fock equations in terms
of quaternion algebra. The use of quaternions is essen-
tial in casting the Dirac±Fock equations in a form which
permits a straightforward incorporation of a Dirac±
Fock module into existing software for non-relativistic
calculations. The resulting 4-component direct SCF
method has been implemented in a computer program
named `Dirac’ (direct iterative relativistic all-electron
calculations).

We apply the direct SCF method to the study of
bonding in caesium auride. In the solid state CsAu is a
semiconductor with gold present in the highly unusual

oxidation state - 1. This has been attributed largely to
relativistic e!ects, and we have therefore found caesium
auride a suitable test case for our method. The outline of
our article is as follows. In section 2 we review the
closed-shell Dirac±Fock equations and thereby provide
the background and notation for subsequent sections. In
section 3 we show how the Dirac±Fock equations can be
brought into a quaternion form. In section 4 we present
the theory for direct 4-component SCF and in section 5
we outline its implementation in the `Dirac’ code.
Finally, in section 6 we report the application of the 4-
component direct SCF method to study bonding in cae-
sium auride.

2. The closed shell Dirac±Fock equations
In this section we derive the Dirac±Fock (DF) equa-

tions in terms of complex variational parameters. How-
ever, as a prelude to the next section we rearrange the
Dirac±Coulomb Hamiltonian into a form which more
clearly exhibits the time reversal symmetry of the
operator.

The Dirac±Coulomb Hamiltonian (in atomic units)
for a molecular system of n electrons in the ®eld of N
®xed nuclei may be written as

ĤDC = å
n

i=1
ĥD(i) + åi<j

1
rij

+ V̂N- N. (1)

The last term is the Coulomb interaction of the nuclei

V̂N- N = åI<J

ZIZJ

rIJ
. (2)

The 1-electron operators ĥD are the Dirac operators in
the ®eld of ®xed nuclei

ĥD = bÂmc2 + c(®·p) + V̂e- N, (3)
where the Dirac b-matrix has been replaced by
bÂ= b - 1 to align the relativistic and non-relativistic
energy scales. In the standard representation, the
Dirac ®and b matrices are given by

ai =[ 0
si

si

0] ; b =[ I2

0
0

- I2] ; i2
si

2´2 identity matrix,
Pauli matrices.

(4)
The electron±nucleus interaction V̂e- N is in general
represented by

V̂e- N(ri) = - å
N

I=1 ò qN(rI)
|ri - rI|drI, (5)

where qN is the nuclear charge distribution. In relati-
vistic molecular calculations it has become customary
to use a ®nite nuclear charge distribution since it pro-
vides a better physical model of the nucleus. Further-
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more, it removes singularities at the origins in the rela-
tivistic wavefunction introduced by a point nucleus
qN(r) = Zd(r) (d(r) is a 3-dimensional Dirac delta func-
tion), which are di"cult to model in a ®nite basis
approximation [25±27]. The Lorentz-invariant elec-
tron±electron interaction is not available in closed
form. We use the Coulomb operator which may be
shown to form the zero-order term of an expansion in
c- 2 of the full interaction [28]. Note that this expansion
is not a very good one for small interelectronic distances.
A ®rst-order correction is provided by the Breit term

ĝBreit = ĝGaunt + ĝgauge = -
®i ·®j

rij
+

(®i ´ rij)·(®j ´ rij)
2r3

ij

(6)
Studies so far [29, 19]indicate that the e!ect of the Breit
term on spectroscopic constants is negligible, and it has
not been included in the work presented here.

In the Dirac±Fock model, bound electronic states of
the Dirac±Coulomb operator are approximated by a
trial function corresponding to a Slater determinant of
orthonormal orbitals:

W = (n!)1/2

y1(1) y2(1) ´ ´ ´ yn(1)
y1(2) y2(2) ´ ´ ´ yn(2)

..

. ..
. ..

.

y1(n) y2(n) ´ ´ ´ yn(n)

ïïïïïïïïïï

ïïïïïïïïïï

(7)

We here use the word `orbital’ to denote a one-electron
function irrespective of whether it has 1, 2 or 4 compo-
nents. In our case the orbitals yk are molecular 4-spi-
nors. Frequently they are written as

yk = [ yL
k

iyS
k ] =

yLa
k

yLb
k

iySa
k

iySb
k

éêêêêë
ùúúúúû

. (8)

The spinors are in general complex, but by convention
an imaginary phase i is introduced in the small compo-
nents yS to obtain real expansion coe"cients in the
atomic and linear case [30, 31]. For further development,
we ®nd it convenient to reorder the spinor components
to the form

yk = [ ya
k

yb
k ] =

yLa
k

ySa
k

yLb
k

ySb
k

éêêêêë
ùúúúúû

. (9)

Note that the imaginary phases have been removed.
Phase factors of a more general kind will, when appro-
priate, be introduced by the symmetry scheme described

in [22]. This reordering requires a corresponding refor-
mulation of the Dirac ®and b matrices

ax =

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

éêêêë
ùúúúû

®

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

éêêêë
ùúúúû

ay =

0 0 0 - i
0 0 i 0
0 - i 0 0
i 0 0 0

éêêêë
ùúúúû

®

0 0 0 - i
0 0 - i 0
0 i 0 0
i 0 0 0

éêêêë
ùúúúû

az =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 - 1
1 0 0 0
0 - 1 0 0

éêêêë
ùúúúû

®

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 - 1
0 0 - 1 0

éêêêë
ùúúúû

b =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 - 1

éêêêë
ùúúúû

®

1 0 0 0
0 - 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 - 1

éêêêë
ùúúúû

(10)

The reordered matrices provide a representation of
the corresponding Dirac operator which more clearly
displays the time reversal symmetry, as will be shown
below.

The expectation value of the total energy is

E= kW|ĤDC|Wl = å
n

i=1
kyi|ĥD|yil

+
1
2å

n

i,j=1
[(yiyi|yjyj)- (yiyj|yjyi)] (11)

where we use Mulliken notation for the two-electron
integrals

(yiyj|ykyl) = ò ò y#
i (r1)yj(r1) 1

r12
y#

k(r2)yl(r2) dr1 dr2.

(12)
(Note that daggers # and not asterisks * appear since the
expression involves 4-spinor and not scalar functions.)
In the ®nite basis approximation we expand each com-
ponent of the molecular 4-spinors in a real basis

yk = [ v 0
0 v] [ ca

k

cb
k ] v = [ vL 0

0 vS ] , (13)

where vL and vS are row vectors containing basis func-
tions for the large and small components, respectively,
and c are vectors of corresponding expansion coe"-
cients. The assumption of a real basis is maintained
throughout the derivations in this section. Thus the
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energy is parametrized in terms of complex expansion
coe"cients

E = E(c†,c). (14)
We now seek stationary values of the total energy under
the constraint of orthonormal orbitals. As in non-
relativistic theory, this leads to a pseudoeigenvalue
equation

Fc = eSc. (15)
A major di!erence, however, is that the matrices and
vectors are now complex. The overlap matrix S is real
and block diagonal with elements

SXY
·¸ = kcX

· |cY
¸ ldXY X,Y = La,Sa,Lb,Sb. (16)

The Fock matrix F is complex Hermitian and is split up
conveniently into two parts. The one-electron Fock
matrix is the matrix representation of the reordered
Dirac operator in the current basis:

F[1] =

VLL - icdLS
z 0 - icdLS

-
- icdSL

z WSS - icdSL
- 0

0 - icdLS
+ VLL icdLS

z

- icdSL
+ 0 icdSL

z WSS

éêêêë
ùúúúû
, (17)

where we have used the notation

V XY
!t = kcX

! |V̂ |cY
t l dXY

z,!t = ácX
!

ïïïï

¶
¶z

ïïïï
cY

t ñ,
W XY

!t = kcX
! |V̂ - 2c2|cY

t l dXY
6,!t =ácX

!

ïïïï

¶
¶X

6 i ¶
¶Y

ïïïï
cY

tñ.

(18)
The 2-electron Fock matrix is given by

F[2] = FJ + FK, (19)

FJ =

JLa 0 0 0
0 JSa 0 0
0 0 JLb 0
0 0 0 JSb

éêêêë
ùúúúû
,

FK =

- KLaLa - KLaSa - KLaLb - KLaSb

- KSaLa - KSaSa - KSaLb - KSaSb

- KLbLa - KLbSa - KLbLb - KLbSb

- KSbLa - KSbSa - KSbLb - KSbSb

éêêêë
ùúúúû

.

As in non-relativistic theory it has two di!erent types of
contribution: the Coulomb contributions,

JX
!t = åY=La,Lb,Sa,Sbå

n

i=1
(cX

! cX
t |yY

i yY
i )

= åY=La,Lb,Sa,Sbå·¸

DYY
¸· (cX

! cX
t |cY

· cY
¸ ), (20)

and the exchange contributions

KXY
!t = å

n

i=1
(cX

! yX
i |yY

i cX
t ) = å·¸

DXY
¸· (cX

! cX
¸ |cY

· cY
t ).

(21)
The contributions are de®ned in terms of the back-
transformed (contravariant) density matrix

DXY
¸· = å

n

i=1
cX

¸icY *
·i . (22)

Note that the Coulomb contributions enter at the diag-
onal as any scalar potential should, whereas the
exchange contributions are `delocalized’ over the
whole matrix.

3. The quaternion Dirac±Fock equations
We now invoke time reversal symmetry to reduce the

operation count and memory requirement for the con-
struction of the Fock matrix by a factor of two. Our
approach leads to a reformulation of the Dirac±Fock
equations in terms of quaternion algebra. A quaternion
number is given by

q = å
3

K=0
cKeK = c0 + c1Ïi + c2 Ïj + c3 Ïk cK ÎÁR, (23)

in which the quaternion units Ïi, Ïj, and Ïk obey the multi-
plication rules

Ïi 2 = Ïj 2 = Ïk2 = Ïi Ïj Ïk = - 1. (24)
The quaternion units are equivalent in the sense that
they may be interchanged by cyclic permutation
Ïi ® Ïj ® Ïk ® Ïi. An important and troublesome feature
of quaternion algebra is the non-commutativity under
multiplication, that is q1q2 /= q2q1 in general.

We ®rst note that the 1-electron Fock matrix has the
structure

[ Faa

Fba
Fab

Fbb ] = [ A

- B*
B
A* ] , (25)

which is the matrix structure of any operator that com-
mutes with the time reversal symmetry operator [21].
The eigenvectors of this matrix come in degenerate
pairs and it is straightforwardly shown that by con-
structing the density matrix from the eigenvectors of
the 1-electron Fock matrix the same structure is con-
ferred to the density matrix and 2-electron Fock
matrix as well. We may therefore perform a unitary
quaternion transformation

U=
1

Ï2[ I
ÏjI

ÏjI
I ] (26)
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to block diagonalize the total Fock matrix

FÂ= U†FU = [ Faa + FabÏj
0

0
- Ïk(Faa + FabÏj ) Ïk ] . (27)

The corresponding transformation of the coe"cients is

cÂ= U†c =
1

Ï2[ ca - cb*Ïj
cb - ca*Ïj ] . (28)

Due to the time reversal symmetry displayed by equa-
tion (27) it su"ces to consider only the upper block of
the transformed Fock matrix. This yields a quaternionic
formulation of the Dirac±Fock equations (indicated by
the pre-superscript Q)

QFQc = [Faa + FabÏj ][ca - cb *Ïj ]
= e QS[ca - cb*Ïj ] = e QSQc. (29)

The overlap matrix QS is real and block diagonal,

QS = [ SLL

0
0

SSS ] . (30)

In the real algebra of a computational implementation
the quaternion Fock matrix QF may be thought of as
constructed from four real matrices FK(K = 0,1,2,3),

QF = F0 + F1Ïi + F2 Ïj + F3 Ïk = å
3

K=0
eKFK eK = 1, Ïi, Ïj, Ïk,

(31)
of half the dimension of the original complex Fock
matrix Fof equation (15). This means that the operation
count for its construction and the memory requirement
for its storage are reduced by a factor of two with
respect to the complex matrix. It is Hermitian, which
means that the ®rst matrix F0 is real symmetric and
the remaining three matrices are real antisymmetric.
The quaternion 1-electron Fock matrix is given by

F[1]
K = [ VLL

0
0

WSS ] - cÏi[ 0
dz

dz

0 ]
- cÏj[ 0

dy

dy

0 ] - cÏk[ 0
dx

dx

0 ] . (32)

We note that the potential, which is totally symmetric
under the molecular point group, enters the symmetric
matrix, whereas the momentum operators, which trans-
form as the coordinates, enter the antisymmetric
matrices. The quaternion units Ïi, Ïj and Ïk are equivalent,
re¯ecting the equivalence of the three main axes. The dz
operator enters the F1 matrix or the imaginary part of
the Faa matrix of equation (29); this re¯ects the choice
of spin quantization along the z axis.

The quaternion 2-electron Fock matrix is given by

F[2]
K = [ JL

0 - KLL
0

- KSL
0

- KLS
0

JS
0 - KSS

0 ] - Ïi[ KLL
1

KSL
1

KLS
1

KSS
1 ]

- Ïj[ KLL
2

KSL
2

KLS
2

KSS
2 ] - Ïk[ KLL

3
KSL

3

KLS
3

KSS
3 ] . (33)

Exploiting the time reversal structure of the density
matrix,

QD = D0 + D1Ïi + D2 Ïj + D3 Ïk = å
3

K=0
eKDK eK = 1,Ïi, Ïj, Ïk,

(34)
we obtain a simpli®cation of the expressions for the
Coulomb and exchange contributions

J!t ;0 = å·¸

(!t|· )̧2D¸·;0 K!t ;K = å·¸

(! |̧·t)D¸·;K .

(35)
We note that a factor 2 enters the Coulomb contribu-
tions and that the individual Coulomb and exchange
contributions are now completely identical to the non-
relativistic expressions. In non-relativistic terminology,
the symmetric F[2]

0 matrix is singlet-type and the
remaining three antisymmetric matrices are triplet-
type. This means that in the quaternion formulation
the construction of the 2-electron Fock matrix can be
handled by any integral-driven non-relativistic routine,
and facilitates straightforward incorporation of a
Dirac±Fock module into existing software for non-rela-
tivistic Hartree±Fock calculations.

In contrast to the corresponding non-relativistic
Hamiltonian, the Dirac±Coulomb Hamiltonian and
therefore the Dirac±Fock operator are not bounded
from below. In a kinetically balanced ®nite basis, how-
ever, the latter operator yields a ®nite number of posi-
tronic eigenfunctions equal to the number of small
component basis functions. Since the electronic ground
state appears as an excited state in the spectrum of the
Dirac±Coulomb Hamiltonian, the usual minimization
inherent in the variation principle does not apply and
must be replaced by a minimax principle, as has been
pointed out by Talman [32]. This means that the energy
is minimized with respect to rotations into the unoccu-
pied electron states but maximized with respect to rota-
tions into the positron states. Since electronic and
positronic solutions are well separated by energy in a
kinetically balanced basis, convergence is obtained
straightforwardly by vector selection. This may be
viewed alternatively as the use of projection operators
on the electronic states that are being updated continu-
ously in each iteration [33].
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The realization that the electronic ground state is an
excited state in the spectrum of the Hamiltonian also
demysti®es the so-called Brown±Ravenhall disease [34].
Brown and Ravenhall considered a zero-order wave-
function describing two non-interacting electrons, and
were able to show that when their interaction was
turned on as a perturbation an in®nite number of degen-
erate states consisting of one positronic and one elec-
tronic continuum solution would mix in and lead to
`continuum dissolution’. This, however, is a general fea-
ture of the perturbation theory of excited states, so the
possibility of mixing in degenerate states may appear
and does appear [35, 36] in the non-relativistic domain
as well.

4. The direct SCF process
4.1. Integral logistics

The time-consuming steps in a Dirac±Fock calcula-
tion is the generation of the 2-electron integrals and
the 2-electron Fock matrix. In the traditional SCF
approach, integrals are calculated once, written to disc
and then read into the program in each SCF iteration
for the construction of the 2-electron Fock matrix. Since
the number of 2-electron integrals scale as the fourth
power of the number of basis functions there is a
sharp increase in the disc storage and I/O load with
increasing number of electrons in the molecular
system. In relativistic calculations this is even more cri-
tical due to the presence of the small components. The
Coulomb operator gives rise to three classes of integrals

(i) LL integrals: (LL|LL);
(ii) SL integrals: (SS|LL); and
(iii) SS integrals: (SS|SS).

The number of unique XX integrals (XX = LL or SS) is
approximately 1

8 N4
X when the eightfold permutational

symmetry of the integrals over a real basis is taken
into account. The corresponding number of SL integrals
is approximately 1

4 N2
LN2

S. Since, from the kinetic bal-
ance relation, the number NS of small components is
approximately twice the number NL of large compo-
nents a relativistic calculation in principle requires
more than twenty times the number of 2-electron inte-
grals than does the corresponding non-relativistic calcu-
lation (which uses only the LL integrals). This
demonstrates clearly that disc storage quickly becomes
a problem in relativistic calculations and that direct SCF
methods, in which the 2-electron integrals are regener-
ated in each iteration, should be considered. Inter-
mediate schemes, in which some integral classes are
processed in conventional mode and others in direct
mode, also are possible [37]. For instance, one may
run a number of SCF iterations using only LL integrals
stored on disc (conventional mode), and then run some

®nal iterations to convergence where SL and SS inte-
grals are included in direct mode. The disc storage
requirement is then identical to that of the corre-
sponding non-relativistic calculation. In the direct SCF
method it becomes imperative to minimize the number
of SCF iterations and the time spent in each iteration. A
thorough review has been provided recently by AlmloÈf
[24]. We shall concentrate here on some points of special
relevance for the relativistic case.

4.2. Exclusion of integrals
In one common strategy for the evaluation of 2-

electron integrals, the basis functions are distributed
among shells according to their l value and the centre
to which they belong [38]. Finer partitionings may be
speci®ed by the user: for example, one may split a shell
into a core and valence shell. Integrals are then gener-
ated in batches speci®ed by four shell indices. To reduce
the number of integrals to be processed in each SCF
iteration one may prescreen the integral batches. A
strict upper limit to the size of 2-electron integrals is
provided by the inequality [37]

|(· |̧!t)|< G·¸G!t G·¸ = (· |̧·¸)1/2. (36)
An integral batch (K, L ,M,N) is calculated only if
IKL MN = max [G·¸G!t ]> ¿ · ÎK,¸ ÎL ,! ÎM,t ÎN

(37)
where K, L , M and N are shell indices and ¿ is some
threshold value.

As a special feature of the relativistic case one may
consider setting di!erent thresholds for the three classes
of 2-electron integrals. Let ¿LL be the integral threshold
for the LL integrals. We then de®ne threshold factors
kXY by ¿XY = kXY ¿LL. One may assume that the small
components are generally a factor c smaller than the
large components. This suggests the use of threshold
factors kSL = c2 and kSS = c4. However, this has to be
balanced against the larger number of contributions
stemming from SL and SS integrals in order to avoid
accumulation of errors. More appropriate threshold fac-
tors are then kSL = c2 /8 and kSS = c2 /16. A problem,
however, is that the coupling in c- 1 between the large
and small components is not valid in the nuclear region,
where most of the small component density is accumu-
lated. Also, care is necessary to avoid accumulation of
errors when using heavily contracted basis sets, espe-
cially since in the relativistic case they generally involve
very large exponents.

A complementary approach is to neglect integral
classes in some or all SCF iterations. As mentioned
previously, one may perform a number of `fast’ itera-
tions using only LL integrals and then include SL and
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SS integrals only after a certain number of iterations or
below a certain convergence. This will be of relevance
only for the ®rst point calculated on a molecular poten-
tial energy surface, since it will be advantageous to use
the converged wavefunction as trial function for neigh-
bouring points on the potential surface. Neglect of SL
and SS integrals then is likely to slow down conver-
gence. Alternatively, SS integrals may be excluded
from the whole calculation. This has proved successful
in predicting geometries for hydrides of heavy atoms
[39, 40] but, as pointed out by Visscher [41], is not
applicable to systems involving more than one heavy
atom. We will return to this in section 6.

4.3. Screening densities
A more e"cient and ¯exible technique for speeding up

the 2-electron integral calculation is to include densities
in the screening criterion for integral batches [42, 23].
This is possible only for direct SCF. Due to the eightfold
permutational symmetry of the 2-electron integrals one
may generate 8 Coulomb (C) and 8 exchange (E) con-
tributions from a given integral. Only half of these need
to be evaluated explicitly, due to the symmetry (6)
about the diagonal in the Fock matrices:

F·¸;0 = F·¸;0 + 4Dt!;0(· |̧!t) [C]
F!t ;0 = F!t ;0 + 4D¸·;0(· |̧!t) [C]
F!·;K = F!·;K - Dt¸;K(· |̧!t) [E]
Ft·;0 = Ft·;K - D!¸;K(· |̧!t) [E]
F!¸;K = F!¸;K - Dt·;K(· |̧!t) [E]
Ft¸;K = Ft ;̧K - Dt·;K(· |̧!t) [E] (38)

We note that these expressions are identical to the non-
relativistic expressions as a result of the quaternion for-
mulation employed. In each SCF iteration we generate a
density matrix over shell indices to be kept in memory

DKL = max |D·¸;K | · ÎK,¸ ÎL ,K Î[0,3], (39)
and for each integral batch (K, L ,M,N) we then de®ne

Dmax = max (DC
max,DE

max)

{ DC
max = 4 max (DKL ,DMN),

DE
max = max (DNL ,DML ,DNK,DMK). (40)

We now calculate only integral batches for which
DmaxIKL MN > ¿. (41)

This criterion is much more satisfying than equation
(37) in that it gives a better estimate of contributions
to the Fock matrix. Also, it is more ¯exible, in that
contributions unjustly neglected in a given iteration
are likely to obtain increased density and possible inclu-
sion in the next iteration.

What is important for the relativistic case is that
screening criterion equation (41) is less biased than
screening criterion equation (37) combined with
threshold factors. The same threshold is used for all
integral classes, and no assumptions need to be made
about the coupling between large and small compo-
nents. It will be advantageous, however, to have sepa-
rate core and valence shells for each l value and centre
for more e"cient screening.

A fact often overlooked is that even when an integral
batch has been calculated, further screening is possible
and will increase computational e"ciency. It is generally
much faster to screen out an integral than to form its
contributions to the Fock matrix. Since densities are
now available, we can use a density-weighted screening
criterion. We process only integrals for which

(· |̧!t) > ¿ /Dmax. (42)

Dmax is never zero; otherwise the integral batch would
never have been calculated. An additional screening step
is possible in the form of separate screening on Coulomb
and exchange contributions. We then use DC

max and
DE

max of equation (40) separately and the largest absolute
value of integrals in the current batch, obtained in the
preceding screening step, to determine what contribu-
tions to add to the Fock matrix. This screening step is
expected to be of importance in extended systems, due
to the di!erent long range behaviour of Coulomb and
exchange contributions [23, 43]. It should be noted that
some exchange contributions are used to eliminate
Coulomb contributions since the restriction i /= j in
the Coulomb operator of equation (1) has been lifted
in the Fock operator. This gives arti®cial long range
behaviour to some exchange contributions, but their
proportion rapidly becomes negligible with increasing
number of basis functions. In principle these two
screening steps can be implemented in conventional
SCF schemes as well, starting from the full set of two-
electron integrals written to disc.

Screening on densities equation (41) becomes even
more e"cient if di!erential densities are used [23]. We
note from the form of the Coulomb and exchange con-
tributions that Fock matrices from two consecutive
iterations N and N + 1 are related by

F(DN+1) = F(DN) + F(nDN+1) nDN+1 = DN+1 - DN

(43)

It is important to realize, however, that equation (43)
holds only if matrices F(DN) and F(DN+1) are con-
structed from the same set of integrals. In Dirac±Fock
calculations integral classes (LL, SL and SS) typically
are entered in a stepwise fashion, as described in section
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4.2. The di!erential density approach must be restarted
whenever a new integral class enters the SCF iterations.

5. Implementation
The theory outlined in the two previous sections has

been implemented in the computer program `Dirac’.
This is a direct 4-component SCF program based on
the quaternion Dirac±Fock equations (equation (29)).
It incorporates `Hermit’ [44], a code for the evaluation
of 1- and 2-electron integrals over a Cartesian Gaussian
basis using the McMurchie±Davidson scheme [45].
`Hermit’ has no restrictions on the angular momentum
values of the basis functions and has an extensive inte-
gral menu which allows the study of a large number of
molecular properties. `Dirac’ generally is run with
uncontracted basis sets. The user then needs to specify
only the large component basis (exponents), and the
program will automatically generate the small compo-
nent basis using the unrestricted kinetic balance relation
[46, 47]. The calculations generally are carried out with
restricted kinetic balance by projecting out the extra
degrees of freedom in the small component basis set in
the transformation to an orthonormal (MO) basis [46].
The three 2-electron integral classes (LL, SL and SS)
may be run separately in conventional or direct mode
as speci®ed by the user. In conventional mode
symmetry-adapted integrals are sorted on index rela-
tions [48, 49] and then stored on disc. In direct mode,
integrals are generated and added directly to the Fock
matrix in each SCF iteration.

As noted previously, the exploitation of time reversal
symmetry inherent in the quaternion Dirac±Fock equa-
tions gives a reduction in the operation count and
memory requirement by a factor of two compared
with the standard approach in terms of complex algebra.
A routine for diagonalization of quaternion Hermitian
matrices has been written in real variables based on the
Householder transformation [46]. Diagonalization of
QF (equation (29)) using this routine gives a speedup
factor of six compared with the diagonalization of the
complex F (equation (15)) using the corresponding rou-
tine for diagonalization of a complex Hermitian matrix.

The quaternion algebra may be reduced to complex or
real albebra by invoking spatial symmetry. A symmetry
scheme [22] based on the full relativistic symmetry
group, formed as the direct product of the time reversal
operator and the molecular point group, has been imple-
mented in `Dirac’. The symmetry scheme automatically
provides maximum point group and time reversal sym-
metry reduction in the solution of the DF equations.
Spatial symmetry is limited to D2h and subgroups.
These are classi®ed as real, complex or quaternion.
For real (complex) groups the quaternion Fock matrix
over symmetry adapted functions is reduced to a real

(complex) matrix by a suitable quaternion transforma-
tion of the real basis. This leads to considerable reduc-
tions in the computational e!ort. It also has
consequences for the choice of algorithm for the con-
struction of the Fock matrix. A standard approach in
direct SCF is the skeleton matrix method [50, 51], in
which one generates symmetry distinct AO integrals
only, and obtain the full Fock matrix by symmetriza-
tion. An alternative approach is to generate the Fock
matrix directly in the symmetry adapted (SO) integrals.
The advantage of the ®rst method is that it is extended
straightforwardly to groups higher than D2h and that
AO integrals generally are more localized than SO inte-
grals, thus providing better opportunities for screening.
A disadvantage with this symmetry scheme in `Dirac’ is
that the full quaternion skeleton Fock matrix, that is
four real matrices, has to be constructed, whereas
when using SO integrals one needs to construct only
one (two) Fock matrices for real (complex) groups.
`Dirac’ features both algorithms for Fock matrix con-
struction.

To speed up convergence, DIIS [52±54] has been
implemented in `Dirac’. The error vector is generated
directly in the orthonormal MO basis. Alternatively,
one may generate the error vector in the primitive AO
basis and transform to the MO basis. However, this
method is less stable, especially when the MO space is
smaller than the AO space. This probably is due to the
presence of very large elements <2c2 in the Fock
matrix, making it rather ill-conditioned. DIIS is supple-
mented by damping of Fock matrices.

A direct MP2 module has been written [18] and is
currently being interfaced to `Dirac’. In addition a
module for the calculation of ®rst- and second-order
properties is under implementation. Furthermore,
`Dirac’ has been parallelized (both PVM and MPI),
and this code is currently being tested.

6. Application to caesium auride
Caesium and gold represent extremes on the electron

a"nity scale [55]. Caesium has the lowest electron a"-
nity of all metals, the value being 0.4715eV. Gold, on
the other hand, has the largest electron a"nity,
2.3086 eV, of all metals. The large electron a"nity of
gold has a considerable relativistic contribution. This
has been demonstrated clearly by a series of calculations
by Pizlo et al. [56]. A multireference singles and doubles
con®guration interaction calculation (with selection
threshold for inclusion of con®gurations) based on the
non-relativistic Hamiltonian gave an electron a"nity of
1.02 eV, whereas the analogous calculation based on the
second-order spin-free Douglas±Kroll operator gave an
electron a"nity of 1.97 eV. The large relativistic e!ect
stems from the relativistic stabilization of the 6s orbitals,
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which in the periodic table reaches a maximum for gold
[57]. Among the elements only the halides have a large
value of electron a"nity, and gold has therefore been
described as a `pseudohalogen’ [58]. In that respect, cae-
sium auride may be regarded as an analogue of caesium
halides. The intermetallic compound was ®rst reported
by Sommer in 1943 [59]. Subsequent theoretical and
experimental investigations [60±65] have revealed that
caesium auride is a semiconductor with considerable
ionic character and gold in the highly unusual oxidation
state - 1. The solid state has a CsCl-type structure with
cell parameter a = 4.2581AÊ . This corresponds to a
Cs$Au distance of 3.6876AÊ , which is 10% short of
the sum of metallic radii (4.11 AÊ ) of the two elements.
In the liquid state CsAu forms an ionic melt [66]. In the
gas phase molecules of CsAu were ®rst observed by
Busse and Weil [67]using electron impact mass spectro-
metry. Recently, Heiz et al. [68]reported the generation
of several caesium±gold clusters by supersonic expan-
sion of Cs/Au vapour. The authors state that CsAu `is
not present in the photoionization spectrum (Fig. 2)’.
However, a peak representing CsAu is clearly visible
just to the right of the Cs2 peak in ®gure 2 of that
paper. A more correct statement would be that CsAu
is not present in the photoionization spectrum to the
extent it is present in the molecular beam, due to the
small photoionization cross-section of this species (at
350 nm) [69]. The observance of CsAu in the gas phase
has prompted the current investigation of bonding in
caesium auride.

6.1. Computational techniques and experiences
The calculations reported here have been carried out

using moderately large uncontracted Cartesian Gauss-
ian basis sets. Smaller basis sets were ®rst optimized
using the non-relativistic atomic code `Tango’ [70].
One (two) tight p functions were then added to the
Cs(Au) basis for an improved description of the 2p1/2
orbital. These additional functions have been optimized
successively in 1- or 2-parameter pointwise searches
using the basis set extension [71] of the relativistic
atomic code `Grasp’ [72]. The basis sets were further

supplemented with polarization functions. In particular,
a di!use s function was added to the Au basis for
improved description of the anionic state. Final sizes
for the large component basis are 23s17p10d1f and
23s18p14d8f for caesium and gold, respectively. Corre-
sponding small component basis sets were generated
using the unrestricted kinetic balance relation [46, 47].
The calculations were, however, carried out with
restricted kinetic balance and a 1 : 1 ratio between elec-
tronic and positronic solutions. This was obtained by
the projection method described in the previous section.
The basis sets are of dual family type, which means that
exponents for angular types of the same parity stem
from the same exponent set. This leads to a considerable
reduction in the size of the small component basis and
reduces linear dependence [73, 71]. The basis sets are
summarized in table 1 and given explicitly in tables 2
and 3. One may note that in calculations on the ionic
species Cs+ and Au- the basis sets give the same devia-
tions from the numerical Dirac±Fock limit as for the
corresponding neutral atoms. All relativistic calculations
were carried out with Gaussian nuclear charge distribu-
tions. Exponents are given in tables 2 and 3.

Points on the potential curve of CsAu were calculated
using a grid spacing of 0.02 AÊ . Spectroscopic constants
(re and xe) were determined using a cubic ®t of ®ve
points about the lowest energy value. Non-relativistic
results were obtained using the `Disco’ direct SCF
code [23] with the large component basis sets and C5v
symmetry. The Dirac±Fock calculations were carried
out in C2v (real group) symmetry using the `Dirac’
code in direct SCF mode. In ®gure 1 we show the
screening pattern for a Dirac±Fock calculation of
CsAu at the optimized geometry. The SCF iterations
were stopped when the norm of the DIIS error vector,
corresponding to the norm of the molecular gradient,
fell below 1´ 10- 5. SL and SS integrals were introduced
at energy convergences of 1´ 10- 2 Eh and 1´ 10- 4 Eh,
respectively. DIIS and the use of di!erential density
matrices were then restarted. Figure 1 shows two sets
of curves. The ®rst set of curves monitors the percentage
of integrals screened out at the batch level, i.e., before
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Table 1. Summary of basis sets for caesium and gold. cL and cS refer to the large and small components basis sets respectively.
The total number NT of basis functions is the sum of the number of large (NL) and small (NS) basis set functions. nEnum

a is the
energy loss (in mEh

b) in using the ®nite basis sets relative to numerical calculations.

nEnum

cL NL cS NS NT Covalent Ionic

Cs 23s17p10d1f 144 17s23p17d10f1g 303 447 46.8 46.7 (Cs+ )
Au 23s18p14d8f 241 18s23p18d14f8g 455 696 129.9 129.5 (Au- )

aCalculated using the basis set extension [71]of `Grasp’ [72].
bEh = hartree<4.359 75´ 10- 18 J.



being calculated. In the second set of curves we have
added on the percentage of integrals calculated, but
screened out before entering the Fock matrix. There is
a considerable gap between the two sets of curves,
re¯ecting the coarseness of the integral batch parti-

tioning. In the limit of one integral per integral batch
the two sets of curves would overlap. The reduction of
integral batch sizes, however, will reduce the e"ciency
of the integral evaluation, so an intermediate parti-
tioning is required. The minimum partitioning of inte-
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Table 2. Dual family basis set and Gaussian nucleus expo-
nent for Au. The exponents for d and f functions are
marked in the s and p exponent sets.

40 388 037.500 000 0000 2 250 000.000 000 0000
6 047 994.460 000 0000 320 000.000 000 0000
1 376 359.950 000 0000 60 387.336 000 0000

389 821.512 000 0000 14 304.813 900 0000
127 125.247 000 0000 4 640.219 190 0000
45 806.447 500 0000 1 767.014 640 0000
17 736.109 300 0000 742.207 018 0000
7 209.377 280 0000 331.722 681 0000 (f )
3 026.147 480 0000 (d) 154.856 063 0000 (f )
1 308.488 720 0000 (d) 74.215 333 0000 (f )

582.871 920 0000 (d) 35.853 679 2000 (f )
259.343 171 0000 (d) 17.372 511 4000 (f )
122.675 842 0000 (d) 8.312 760 2800 (f )
59.682 322 1000 (d) 3.898 304 3700 (f )
29.637 468 1000 (d) 1.612 321 5100 (f )
14.507 742 1000 (d) 0.685 303 1180
6.980 440 7800 (d) 0.268 436 6400
3.299 458 6500 (d) 0.064 492 8604
1.405 592 5100 (d)
0.554 811 8260 (d)
0.191 053 5920 (d)
0.047 778 9870 (d)
0.019 111 5948

Gaussian nucleus exponent: 142 230 270

Figure 1. Integral screening
in direct Dirac±Fock calcu-
lation of CsAu.

Table 3. Dual family basis set and Gaussian nucleus expo-
nent for Cs. The exponents for d and f functions are
marked in the s and p exponent sets.

24 595 883.551 964 200 950.000 0000
3 682 725.582 603 29 888.916 3580

838 052.882 684 7 080.767 1640
237 362.431 775 2 297.954 4500
77 409.692 882 876.681 8150
27 885.680 636 370.441 8830
10 775.754 475 167.525 7480
4 344.645 629 79.407 610
1 781.772 395 38.589 770

735.474 471 (d) 18.502 740
307.773 074 (d) 9.134 390
132.909 421 (d) 4.129 500
57.705 064 (d) 1.930 100 (f = 1.19)
25.697 603 (d) 0.813 0450
11.693 294 (d) 0.347 1640
5.200 149 (d) 0.133 9070
2.240 984 (d) 0.053 5630
0.879 035 (d)
0.452 493 (d)
0.178 567
0.028 571
0.011 428
0.004 571

Gaussian nucleus exponent: 179 506 880



gral batches is between core and valence functions for
each angular type. The e!ects of the separate screening
of Coulomb and exchange contributions are not shown
in ®gure 1, since they amounted to less than 2% of the
total number of integrals. In more extended systems this
percentage is expected to rise.

The screening of SS integrals is particularly e!ective.
85% of the integrals never enter the Fock matrix, and in
the ®nal iteration 99.99% of the SS integrals are
screened out. The screening is re¯ected in the CPU
time. In the ®nal SCF iteration the CPU time is 27%
of the corresponding time for the ®rst SCF iteration
with all integrals included. The SS integrals contribute
to the small components only. The initial 85% SS
screening e"ciency re¯ects the relative sizes of large
and small components in molecular systems, whereas
the rapid convergence to 100% screening e"ciency
re¯ects the highly localized nature of the small compo-
nent density. At the optimized CsAu geometry the total
Mulliken charges of the small components of caesium
and gold are 0.2073 e and 0.5066 e, respectively. This
corresponds exactly (to four decimals) to the atomic
small component densities obtained in numerical
Dirac±Fock calculations using a modi®ed version of
the atomic code `Grasp’ [72]. The atomic nature of the
small component density has been exploited in a scheme
suggested by Visscher [41]for reducing the cost of geo-
metry optimizations in 4-component relativistic calcula-
tions. The intra-atomic contributions from SS integrals
can be neglected since they give only a constant vertical
shift of potential energy curves. Interatomic exchange
contributions can be neglected due to the highly
atomic nature of the small component density. The
remaining interatomic Coulomb contributions are
modelled by the classical expression for the Coulomb
interaction of two point charges (equation (2)), using
the Mulliken charges of the atomic small component

densities. This correction to the potential curve proves
quite e!ective in the case of CsAu, as is seen from table
4. Complete neglect of SS-integrals leads to negative
energy shifts of 2.30 Eh and 0.27 Eh for Au- and Cs+ ,
respectively, and spectroscopic constants from mole-
cular calculations that deviate markedly from the con-
stant obtained with the full integrals. The Coulomb
correction gives errors of only 0.08 pm and 0.2 cm- 1 in
the bond length and harmonic frequency, respectively,
and at greatly reduced computational cost. Note also
that the error in the ionic dissociation energy is less
than 1 meV.

6.2. Results and discussion
Spectroscopic constants of CsAu obtained by various

methods are listed in table 4 and will be commented on
later in this section. A central issue in the study of CsAu
has been the ionicity of the bond. Previous estimates
give charge transfers in the range 0.5±0.8 e to gold. We
have explored the bonding in CsAu by three methods:
Mulliken population analysis, projection analysis, and
from calculated dipole moments.

A rough estimate of the ionicity of the CsAubond can
be obtained by dividing the dipole moment by the equi-
librium bond length [74]. At the Dirac±Fock level we
®nd the dipole moment of CsAu to be 11.73 D in the
direction of Cs, which suggests a charge transfer of
0.72 e to gold. This approach neglects the polarization
of charge clouds by the other atom, but the estimate is in
line with previous estimates ranging from 0.5 e to 0.8 e
[62, 75, 76]. By the same method and using data from
[77]we ®nd that the corresponding values for caesium
halides lie in the range 0.70±0.74 e. Since these are highly
ionic compounds, it appears that the ionicities derived
from the dipole moments are too low. In fact, a Mul-
liken population analysis of the converged Dirac±Fock
wavefunction of CsAu at the optimized geometry gives
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Table 4. Calculated spectroscopic parameters for 133Cs197Au.

re/pm xe/cm- 1 Dcov
e /eV Dion

e /eV !/Da Method

341.26 79.11 1.10b 3.90 11.73 DF(LL + SL + SS)c

341.18 78.91 3.90 DF(LL + SL + corr.)d

334.34 84.3 4.35 DF(LL + SL)e

382.17 56.8 0.62 3.90 10.42 Nrel. HF

353 69 1.2 Quasirelativistic Hartree±Fock±Slater [79]
400 51 0.91 Non-relativistic Hartree±Fock±Slater [79]

aD= debye<3.335 64´ 10- 30 C m.
bDcov

e has been obtained using atomic energies from basis set calculations with the basis set extension [71], `Grasp’ [72] (total
energies for corresponding ionic species from `Dirac’ and `Grasp’ are identical to at least eight digits).

cDF calculations with all integrals included.
dDF calculations with SS integrals omitted, but Coulombic correction to potential curve, as described in section 6.1.
eDF calculations with SS integrals omitted.



the gold atom a negative charge of - 0.955 e. The gross
populations given in table 5 indicate a valence con®g-
uration 5d9´986s1´95 of gold in CsAu. Clearly, the
bonding is highly ionic. These results should be viewed
with some care due to the basis set dependence of the
Mulliken population analysis. We have therefore sup-
plemented the population analysis with a projection
analysis [78]. We have calculated the ionic species Au-

and Cs+ separately in the full molecular basis. The cal-
culations were carried out at the optimized geometry,
but with the charge of the other atom set equal to
zero. The occupied molecular orbitals were then pro-
jected onto the orbitals of the ionic species:

yMO
i = åj

yAO
j cji cji = kyAO

j |yMO
i l . (44)

This allows us to express the molecular orbitals unam-
biguously in terms of the atomic orbitals of the ionic
species. Projection coe"cients for the six upper occupied
MOs are given in table 6. The results support the con-
clusion based on population analysis. The HOMO of
CsAu is an almost pure Au- 6s1/2 orbital, whereas the
®ve lower MOs are non-bonding Au- 5d orbitals. The
latter result indicates that backbonding from 5d orbitals
of gold is negligible. The sum of squares of projection
coe"cients shows the extent to which the density of a
given molecular orbital can be expanded in the density

of a particular atom. We ®nd that the occupied orbitals
of Au- and Cs+ contribute 79.91 and 54.00 electrons,
respectively, to CsAu. The remaining 0.09 e may be
related to polarization e!ects. An important prerequisite
for this method to work is that the overlap between
contributing atomic species is low. The overlap between
the occupied orbitals of Au- and Cs+ is only 0.04,
which validates the analysis.

These results may be compared with the non-relati-
vistic case. At the non-relativistic level the dipole
moment is found to be 10.41 D, from which we estimate
a charge transfer of 0.57 e. Mulliken population analysis
again gives a somewhat larger ionicity by placing a net
charge of - 0.66 e on gold. Thus the bonding in CsAu
cannot be explained from relativity alone. This is
apparent when considering the spectroscopic parameters
given in table 4. Bonding changes dramatically when
going from Hartree±Fock theory to Dirac±Fock
theory as manifested in a relativistic bond contraction
of 41 pm. Yet caesium auride appears to be bonding at
both the relativistic and non-relativistic levels. This con-
clusion is supported by the Hartree±Fock±Slater results
of Ziegler et al. [79], although their numbers di!er some-
what from ours (table 4).

An experimental estimate of the covalent dissociation
energy of CsAu has been provided by Busse and Weil
[67]. The authors observed CsAu+ in the gas phase using
electron impact mass spectrometry,

CsAu+ e- ® CsAu+ + 2e- . (45)

At electron energies of 8.7 eV the authors observed a
decrease in the slope of the CsAu+ ionization curve
which they attribute to the onset of the fragmentation
process

CsAu + e- ® Cs+ + Au + 2e- , (46)
which thereby can be associated with the electron
energy. Using the ionization potential of caesium (we
will use the value IP(Cs) = 3.89 eV [80]) and forming a
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Table 5. Mulliken valence gross population analysis for the
six upper MOs of CsAu. e refers to orbital energies.

e /Eh |mj| Au(s) Au(p) Au(d) Cs(s) Cs(p)

- 0.3960 1/2 0.000 0.000 0.997 0.000 0.002
- 0.3931 3/2 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000
- 0.3314 1/2 0.001 0.000 0.997 - 0.001 0.002
- 0.3297 3/2 0.000 0.001 0.999 0.000 0.000
- 0.3271 5/2 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000
- 0.1901 1/2 0.973 0.014 - 0.001 0.041 - 0.030

Total 1.948 0.030 9.984 0.080 - 0.053

Table 6. Projection analysis for the six upper MOs of CsAu. Projection coe"cients have been obtained by projecting MOs onto
AOs of the gold anion. Contributions from the caesium cation are negligible and have not been included. e refers to orbital
energies.

mj 1/2 3/2 1/2 3/2 5/2 1/2
e /Eh - 0.3960 - 0.3931 - 0.3314 - 0.3297 - 0.3271 - 0.1901

Au- total 0.994 1.000 0.991 0.998 1.000 0.928

5d3/2,1/2 0.996 0.000 - 0.014 0.000 0.000 - 0.018
5d3/2,3/2 0.000 - 1.000 0.000 0.021 0.000 0.000
5d5/2,1/2 0.000 0.000 0.995 0.000 0.000 - 0.034
5d5/2,3/2 0.000 0.020 0.000 0.999 0.000 0.000
5d5/2,5/2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000
6s1/2,1/2 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.962



thermodynamic cycle, a covalent dissociation energy of
4.8 eV is obtained. Likewise, using the electron a"nity
of gold (2.3086eV) we arrive at an ionic dissociation
energy of 6.4 eV. The dissociation energies given in
table 4 have been calculated at the Dirac±Fock level
with no explicit inclusion of electron correlation. How-
ever, in view of the high ionicity of the CsAu bond, our
value of Dion

e = 3.90 eV is likely to be a good estimate of
the ionic dissociation energy since di!erential correla-
tion e!ects are then expected to be small. Again forming
a thermodynamical cycle, now involving both EA(Au)
and IP(Cs), we estimate a covalent dissociation energy
of Dcov

e = 2.32 eV. The same method has been applied
successfully by Langho! et al. [81]to obtain dissociation
energies for alkali and alkaline-earth mono¯uorides and
monochlorides. At the SCF level the covalent dissocia-
tion energies for the monochlorides are consistently
within 0.5 eV of experimental values, the average devia-
tion being 0.2 eV (table V in their paper). Since bonding
in CsAu appears to be rather similar to that of the alkali
chlorides, the results of Langho! et al. seem to support
the validity of our approach. However, the values
obtained by us are not in agreement with the values of
Busse and Weil. The experimentally derived values
should be considered upper bounds to the actual
values, since the observed fragmentation energy of
8.7 eV should be corrected for the kinetic energy of the
fragments and their possible deexcitation to atomic
ground states. Our values, on the other hand, form
lower bounds and should be investigated for the e!ect
of electron correlation.

7. Conclusion
We have presented a theory of 4-component direct

SCF calculations. There are several advantages of this
approach to the Dirac±Fock method. First, it eliminates
problems with disc storage and I/O load (at the cost of
increased computing time), which frequently occur in 4-
component calculations due to the large basis sets
required. It makes it possible to carry out 4-component
molecular calculations on a routine basis on powerful
workstations. The calculations presented here were per-
formed on an IBM RS6000 workstation. Second, the
continuous monitoring of contributions to the Fock
matrix combined with the di!erential density matrix
approach allows for considerable reductions in work
load in each SCF iteration. The screening algorithm
makes no assumptions regarding the size of the contri-
butions from the three integral classes, and is less biased
than the integral thresholds used in conventional SCF.
Third, due to the monitoring of contributions to the
Fock matrix, a direct SCF program serves e!ectively
as a workbench for deducing and testing integral
approximations. This may prove important in reducing

the integral contributions from the small components.
Furthermore, the quaternion formulation of the Dirac±
Fock equations leads to a formalism that can be incor-
porated readily into existing software for non-relativistic
calculations. The quaternion formalism reduces the
operation count and memory requirements by a factor
of two relative to the standard Dirac±Fock approach in
terms of complex algebra. It furthermore guarantees
well de®ned Kramers pairs, thus facilitating e"cient
exploitation of time reversal symmetry in post-DF appli-
cations.

We have applied our 4-component direct SCF method
to the study of bonding in caesium auride. Projection
analysis and Mulliken population analysis show that the
bonding in CsAu is highly ionic, with an almost com-
plete electron transfer from caesium to gold. However,
the bonding cannot be explained by relativity alone, as
indicated by corresponding non-relativistic results.
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